
Stephanie’s 2022 Lower Body Routine ~ 30-60 Minutes

10 Minutes:
Warm Up + 5 Minute Jogathon/Around the World Kicks (Lower Body Activation)

10-30 Minutes:

**Choose a duration for moves 2, 4 & 6

● 30 seconds (High Intensity), 30 seconds Health Bounce

● 45 seconds (Moderate Intensity), 15 seconds Health Bounce

● 60 seconds (Low Intensity), Straight into next move

**Rest as long as desired between sets or just go straight into the next move

**It helps to have a timer set up for your viewing

10 Moves:
Jump Splits-
Holding the bar, Squat all the way down and then spring off the mat straight up,

releasing the bar just before take off. This is vertical training. Build your talent of

jumping as high as you can safely.

~Complete 2 sets of 5-10 (first set at the start of the minute, second set at the 30

second mark) (Please be advised to start with 2 sets of 5 for the first few weeks then

slowly work up from there)

Squat Bounce:
Chest is up, lower back is arched, booty is out, wide stance, bounce both feet into the

mat at the same time, flat feet, focus in the heels, pump the mat, make those glutes and

hamstrings WORK



Calf Jumps:
3 positions: Feet forward, feet diagonal outward, feet slightly inward (pigeon toes)

10, 15 or 20 seconds in each position

~Spring off the mat, release the bar if that’s safe for you, make those calves, shins and

ankles work, feel the quads, inner and outer thighs flexing as you are suspended in the

air

Glute Squeeze Hold:
Pelvis tucked forward, glutes clenched tight, chest is up, toes pointing forward or slightly

outward, flat foot (heel focused) landing, increase height of landing as desired

~30 second hold (100% flex), 45 second hold (75% flex), 60 second hold (60% flex)

**If you don’t feel enough activation because you struggle to hold the flex, do intervals

of 5 second holds with 5 seconds Health Bounce and repeat for the full minute

Back Kicks:
One Leg at a time, chest is up, burst movement back engaging the lower back, glutes

and hamstrings (practice good form), gentle twist is the perfect recovery move after

back kicks

~20 seconds on each side with a 10 second rest (100% effort)

~30 seconds on each side with no rest in between (75% effort)

Ballet Pose:
Heels together, toes angled outward, feet in the middle of the mat, chest is up, spine is

straight, stretch yourself as tall as possible squeezing your inner thighs together with

everything you’ve got

~30 second hold (60% effort), 45 second hold (80% effort), 60 second hold (60% effort)

Jump Splits:
2 Positions: Middle splits & Criss Cross Splits

~Complete 2 sets of 5-10 Middle Splits followed immediately with 5-10 Criss Cross

Splits (first set at the start of the minute, second set at the 30 second mark)

**Try not to push the bar forward or pull it back during this move

Sidekicks:
One Leg at a time, chest is up, engaging the obliques, inner and outer thighs, practice

good form, only kick as high as is comfortable



~20 seconds on each side with a 10 second rest (100% effort)

~30 seconds on each side with no rest in between (75% effort)

Forward Knee Pumps:
One Leg at a time, chest is up, lifted leg bent at 90 degrees, knee pops up at the bottom

of every bounce, dial into leg strength and drive that knee up as high as you can,

engaging the core muscles as well (this works the full inner and outer thigh)

~20 seconds on each side with a 10 second rest (100% effort)

~30 seconds on each side with no rest in between (75% effort)

One Leg Jumping:
Jump on each leg for 20 or 30 seconds, release the bar if that feels safe, focus on inner

leg strength, muscle density and bone density (this is also a GREAT activation move

during warm up)

~Be safe, have fun and make it count 🏆

10-20 Minutes:
Jogathon + Cool Down Kicking and Stretching + 1-2 Songs a Day

**Lower Body Foam Rolling


